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using the insite software from your laptop or desktop will allow you to determine what is wrong with
your engine and identify the correct settings for your engine. the software also allows you to adjust
your settings with cummins recommended settings. the insite software also works when the engine

is running, so you can utilize the information on the screen as you are driving. welcome to the
cummins insite. this software will give you access to the insite software without having to purchase a

fully functional copy of the full version of cummins insite. while the content found on the insite lite
and pro software is similar to that found on the full version, it does not include the advanced

hardware diagnostics available on the insite pro software. cummins insite license key enables rapid
trip information, parameter adjustment, and review/clearing of fault information. the lite and pro
editions of insite include simple-to-follow troubleshooting instructions, wiring diagrams, sensor

location diagrams, and the ability to save the engine and trip reports in a database for future use or
as templates. programming. insite software packages include all engine control modules (ecm)
required for automotive and industrial applications. the only application that provides for and

supports esdn is insite pro. the software will allow you to analyze engine performance and display
electronic engine information on a pc. it includes step-by-step diagnostics, built-in engine drawings,
and schematic diagrams. it also features free cummins telephone technical support. it will help you
understand your engines performance in detail, enabling you to make faster repairs. the software

can also help you limit downtime and boost productivity. there are two versions of the software: the
lite version and the pro version. the lite version will give you access to engine performance data, but

it will not include the detailed information available in the pro version.
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